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Exercise 1. Describing Covid [4]
In the lecture notes you find a picture of the (log) increase of confirmed cases of covid for selected
countries.
An alternative way of presenting the data is to look at (say) weekly changes (i.e. new cases).
Show the weekly changes in new cases for the following countries: Norway, Sweden, U.K. and the U.S.
Exercise 2. Crypto - describe [3]
In this problem we will look at the two crypto currencies Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH). Pull the
complete time series of these two currencies. (There is some R code you may find helpful).

• Describe the two time series.

• Plot the two time series in a single plot. Hint: You may want to use different axes.

• Calculate annual return. Describe the returns.

Exercise 3. Exposure estimation [4]
From Yahoo finance, download the following data

• Four Norwegian equities

– NHY.OL (Norsk Hydro)
– EQNR.OL (Equinor)
– NAS.OL (Norwegian Air Shuttle)
– GSF.OL (Grieg Seafood)

• The OSE stock market index (ÔSEAX)

From Fred, download

• Oil prices (DCOILBRENTEU)

• Price index for seafood (PSALMUSDM)

Calculate monthly returns for all these variables.
Conside the regressions

rit = a + bmrmt + boil∆Oil + εit,

and
rit = a + bmrmt + boil∆Oilt + bfish∆Fisht + εit.

Here rit is the stock return, rmt the stock market index return, ∆Oilt return for oil prices, and ∆Fisht

the return for the seafood prices.

1. Use data for 2013-2019. Perform and report these regressions for the four norwegian equities.

2. Comment on the results. What is the interpretation of the coefficients boil and bfish?.

Exercise 4. Updating Blindern Weather and the OSE. [6]
You have seen the evidence linking Oslo weather to the return of the Oslo Stock Exchange. In this
exercise we will update this evidence. The homepage contains new Blindern observations for 1980–2021.
The format has changed slightly due to updates for the weather data. It is now daily observations.
Update the estimates linking returns to measures of good or bad weather. You may have to redefine a
couple of the weather measures.
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Exercise 5. Trump and Hillary [2]
Prediction markets (also known as predictive markets, information markets, decision markets, idea fu-
tures, event derivatives, or virtual markets) are exchange-traded markets created for the purpose of
trading the outcome of events. The market prices can indicate what the crowd thinks the probability of
the event is. A prediction market contract trades between 0 and 100%. It is a binary option that will
expire at the price of 0 or 100%.
The asset traded on in a prediction market pays off one unit if an event occurs, nothing if it does not.
In option terms this is called a binary option. For the more theoretically inclided this is a state price.
Since the events traded is an enumeration of all possible future events, we can treat them using the rules
of state pricing, as discussed in financial theory. If we let x be the future payoff, and p the current price
of the binary option, we can price the option as follows

p = E[mx]

where m is the pricing kernel. Financial theory can be used to specify properties of m.
Let us consider one example, political prediction markets. Such contracts are for example traded at the
University of Iowa’s business school, the IEM, Iowa Electronic Markets. In 2016, the US Presidental
election ended up being between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. Long before their nominations
became clear, contracts for Republican and Democratic winners were traded. On the course homepage
you will find data for these contracts.

1. Plot, in one picture, prices of the two contracts for Democratic and Republican president.

Exercise 6. Disney and Star Wars [2]
The Latest Star Wars film (episode 7) was released on December 17, 2015. It became the fastest film ever
to one billion very soon afterwards. Investigate how this affected the Stock Price of Disney: Download
Stock Prices of Disney (from Yahoo finance, or somewhere similar).
Plot the evolution of the Stock Price of Disney through December of 2015.
Comment
Exercise 7. NIBOR [5]
The “fixing” of the Norwegian Equivalent of LIBOR, NIBOR, has recently moved to the Oslo Stock
Exchange. This is a reaction to the “LIBOR Scandal”, they need more public scrutiny of the process of
setting the interest rate. The “fixing” is done as an average of quotes by a number of financial institutions.
At the OSE (and the course homepage) you will find data on this fixing for 2013-2017.
Investigate whether there are any systematic biases across member institutions, such as one institution
constantly quoting a lower rate than others.
Hint: Ways to investigate this:

• Histogram of differences between the institutions and the fixing.

• Testing for differences between the fixing mean and the institutional mean.

Also see whether this behaviour is changing over time, by doing the above year by year, and looking at
changes.
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